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At Gettysburg

™

Present
Civil War history becomes a
metaphor, and the battlefield
a classroom, as Steven B. Wiley
leads members of the Inspectors
General community toward
unprecedented success.

• Courageous Communication
• Total Engagement
• Ethical Leadership
• Influence with Integrity

Lessons from Gettysburg:
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“The feedback from Steve’s session was the best I’ve ever seen,
that’s saying a lot from an audience of auditors and investigators.”

Steven B. Wiley –
“The best speaker
you’ve never heard of ”
– ABC News – leads you
through explosively powerful
multimedia experiences
that have profoundly and
positively impacted many
organizations’ leadership,
followership, engagement and
organizational effectiveness.

USA Today/Gannett calls it “The most
powerful performance training available.”
These sessions apply to organizations performing
in a rapidly changing, stressful environment, with
limited information and limited resources – challenges
that were present in 1863 and are present in your
organization today.
With 70% of US employees saying that they are “not
engaged” or “actively disengaged” at work with the
number one reason being the quality of their leadership,
this session is one that every leader needs to experience.
All of our sessions focus on leadership and followership
and will help you achieve performance beyond
expectations. Four offerings guaranteed to achieve
measurable results immediately include:

NIT

The Keynote Address:
Lessons from Gettysburg (1-3 hours)
This humorous, hard-hitting, substance-packed session
is guaranteed to profoundly impact productivity in both
your professional and personal lives. The strategies covered
are drawn from Steve’s personal transformation that was
inspired by his realization of what happened historically in
his hometown of Gettysburg.

Lessons in the Field:
Case Studies (1-3 hours)
Steve and his world-renowned faculty bring more than
history to your worksite for this full or half-day presentation
of a historic case study examining the strongest leadership
lessons from the Civil War and ways to apply those strategies
to new, modern situations.

From the Battlefield to the Board Room:
High Performance Negotiation (1-3 hours)
The ability to negotiate effectively is key to professional and
personal success and organizational effectiveness. Whether
it is the allocation of time, money, people and schedules,
strong negotiators get what they want more quickly, more
easily, and most importantly – more often while expending
fewer of their own organization’s resources. Learn the
techniques that have profoundly enhanced the performance
of many organizations.

“World Class!”

A Transformational Journey from Gettysburg
– A Leadership Experience (2-4 days)

“Excellent course – I
would attend again!”

Join us in Gettysburg for a three-day leadership experience
where the Civil War becomes a metaphor for modern
leadership challenges. The battlefield becomes our
classroom as we strengthen leadership, understand and learn
to develop followership, increase productivity and improve
communication across all levels of your organization.
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